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Social Justice and Reference Services: Moving Past the Myth of Neutrality 

By Melissa Ewing, April 20, 2021 

The field of librarianship has long portrayed itself as being neutral. Many expect 

reference librarians to smile and direct users to information without becoming personally or 

politically involved in the interaction. While the white, Christian, heterosexual male founders, 

did their best to enshrine the ideal of neutrality in the profession, there have always been some 

who pushed libraries to be more. Librarians must discover the truth of social justice and politics 

in libraries and then build relationships with our communities. Only then can we move from 

saying we want all members of our diverse communities to feel included, to one where 

everyone feels like they belong. It will take work to build trusting relationships, and it will be 

hard at times, but worth the challenge. 

What is Social Justice? 

Social justice means something different to each of us, but to describe my point of view, 

I borrowed from Kevin Rioux (2010) and the American Library Association (ALA, 2018): Social 

justice means acknowledging the institutional systems of oppression we are all part of and 

working to dismantle them so all individuals and groups, no matter what their race, religion, 

creed, color, sexual orientation, gender identity, or national origin will be treated fairly and 

receive an equitable benefit from being a member of our society. 

Libraries Without Social Justice 

When public libraries first grew up around the ideals that gave us universal education 

and public schools, they were intended to provide the newly literate population with “healthy” 

reading materials (Tyckoson, 2020). When reference services were added to libraries after 
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Samuel Green introduced the concept in 1876, many were not allowed in the libraries because 

of segregation, and European immigrants who were allowed in were encouraged to assimilate 

into United States society (Tyckoson, 2020). 

Brooks, et al. (2015) believe objectivity is an over correction for the days when people 

thought libraries should be used to teach morals to the citizenry. The truth is, we cannot be 

objective because patrons are not objective. The whole profession must care about patrons and 

be anti-racist or users will feel like racism does not matter to us. 

It may seem like social justice is a new concept in libraries, but it is not. 

Awakening of Social Justice 

Social justice has been part of library philosophy for decades. Experimental programs to 

train librarians to be “information interpreters” and recruit minorities in the 1960s and 1970s, 

were killed by problems between universities, government agencies, and institutional racism 

and microaggressions (Yamauchi, 2018). In 1969 the ALA recognized the Social Responsibilities 

Round Table which said library neutrality was, “an excuse to avoid confronting social injustice” 

and started to change the profession (p. 27). 

Maria Accardi (2018) says the profession is polluted by the perspective of neutrality and 

it is wrong to see people suffering under white supremacy and not help because of a desire to 

remain neutral. Libraries have never been truly neutral because just the act of providing 

information can be political, and providing information is seen as leaning politically liberal 

(Rioux, 2010). It is apparent to many librarians that serving a diverse population and keeping 

our founding ideals of democracy forefront, depends on actively fighting for social justice for 

those who have been traditionally marginalized (Tyckoson, 2020). 
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It is necessary to see that reference services and social justice are intertwined. 

Reference Service is Social Justice 

Reference service is not simply repeating a set of learned behaviors, it is also thinking 

about reference services while practicing social justice in our actions (VanScoy, 2020). Helping 

patrons who are dismissed by others is social justice work. Asking for help at the reference desk 

can be dehumanizing, and librarians should humanize the process, for users and themselves 

(Accardi, 2018). 

As some traditional reference services go away with new technology, we can 

concentrate on what the profession was about all along, people. Instead of being worried about 

obsolescence, librarians can now learn more about their communities (Tyckoson, 2020). 

Reference librarians are part of, not apart from, the communities they serve. Being part of the 

community means to take a stand on social justice and build it up with trusting relationships. 

Building Relationships with Patrons 

Building a community starts with a keystone of trust and libraries can help build trust in 

individuals. Vårheim (2014), found that first generation Mexican immigrants who took classes 

at public libraries to increase job skills, were more trusting of librarians as people and libraries 

as institutions because they welcomed them as equals with other patrons. This trust can be a 

bridge to trusting others in the community and in other government institutions (Vårheim, 

2014). To build trust we need to enhance our cultural competency, empathy, and listening 

skills. 
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Cultural Competency 

“Cultural competency is defined as the acceptance and respect for diversity, continuing 

self-assessment regarding culture, and the ongoing development of knowledge, resources, and 

service models that work towards effectively meeting the needs of diverse populations.” (ALA, 

n.d.). When there are differences between librarians and the populations they serve, it is 

important to be mindful of everyone’s backgrounds and experiences. Being aware of the 

intersectionalities of different groups and tailoring services to each patron instead of forcing 

them to conform to a standard, can help librarians become empathic and patient with patrons 

who are struggling (Cooke, 2020). 

We must recognize our assumptions and analyze them next to people’s experiences of 

race and racism. This can prevent microaggressions such as saying someone who speaks English 

as a first language, but is not white, speaks good English. We must see that race and racism is a 

part of everything in our society and we need to confront it (Brook, et al., 2015).  

Reference librarians are taught to be approachable and smile at patrons, but not all 

patrons are put at ease by a smile. If a patron does not seem at ease, it might be cultural and/or 

shaped by racism (Brook, et al., 2015). If we choose not to see the reality of the exhausting 

conditions people of color (POC) live with, we can “trigger or deepen trauma” (Gohr & Nova, 

2020, p. 188). By becoming culturally competent, we are actively working toward change and 

we can de-bias ourselves, which happens, “when our knowledge overrides our automatic 

thinking” (Krutkowski et al., 2020, p. 124).  

Cultural competency gives us ways to reflect on how our lives are different from those 

of our patrons and can help us improve empathy. 
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Empathy 

Having empathy for patrons is important to help them navigate the library space and 

feel welcome. It, “is the process of opening yourself to the emotions and experiences of others, 

while sharing your own, all the while differentiating and identifying sameness between the 

two” (Arellano-Douglas, 2018, p. 230-231). This allows for better understanding of our patrons 

and ourselves. Instead of a reference librarian holding all the power in a reference interaction, 

Arellano-Douglas suggests viewing reference as a “one-to-one learning relationship rather than 

a service” (2018, p. 228). The patron and the librarian are both learning, connecting 

emotionally, and building on their own life experiences. 

Labels can impede empathy. The term “problem patron” is often used for people with 

sensory or mental disabilities, but the words can reduce them to less than a person, using 

“problem situation” or “functional diversity” allows us to realize there is a spectrum of ability in 

our patrons and helps bring empathy to our interactions with all populations. (Pionke, 2018). 

Empathy builds on cultural competency and helps us actively listen to patrons and hear 

their needs. 

Listening 

Before designing a reference framework for your community, listen to its members. 

Brook, et al. (2020), challenge us to give up control of reference spaces and empower patrons 

to take ownership, this could mean taking advice on decorations or even input in building plans. 

Reference librarians should be willing to adjust practices to accommodate as many different 

types of users as possible. Seeking their input, listening to them, and acting with their trust are 

the most important parts of delivering reference with social justice. Go to the publications the 
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marginalized trust to find their voices, for example Native Americans rely on sources like Indian 

Country Today, Native News Online and Navajo Times and Community Change Inc.’s Resources 

Page lists several anti-racist information sources (https://communitychangeinc.org/resource-

center/) (Martin, et al., 2013, Burnvand, 2020).  

We must actively listen and make sure we understand what patrons are telling us. When 

the user is from a minority group, that need is increased. Librarians of color in VanScoy & 

Bright’s (2017) study said listening also involved using their eyes and asking questions that 

could draw more information out because of what was not being said. We should practice their 

example. 

One way of obtaining user input is to use a template such as Photovoice to collect 

patron stories. Eamon Tewell (2019) used this method to study marginalized students at Long 

Island University. Participants took twenty photographs related to information seeking over 

two weeks and discussed them with Tewell. Although it might be hard to find the time to 

conduct a project like this, the input would be valuable. 

Once we have done the work to become culturally competent and empathetic, we can 

stand with them in their quest for social justice where they need us.  

Social Justice in Practice 

Wherever reference services are, librarians can either put anti-racist social justice 

actions into their practice or attempt to be neutral (Brook, et al., 2015). How do we begin the 

process of changing from a standpoint of neutrality to one of social justice? By practicing 

inclusivity (Brunvand, 2020). Reference services should take users and their needs into context 

rather than striving to force them into either an outdated mode of information retrieval or a 
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new standard (Tewell, 2019). Embrace the diversity of the population when thinking about how 

best to serve them, be an ally, and care about them. 

Embracing Diversity 

Reference services from library to library should be as diverse as their communities. 

Diversity includes, but is not limited to, religion, race, sexual orientation, and the physically and 

mentally disabled. 

Librarians can assist patrons with disabilities by being more proactive when planning 

how resources can be accessed and recognizing physical and digital barriers, by having patrons 

test them (Kimura, 2018). 

Diversity cannot end with patrons; it must extend to the profession. To dismantle 

racism, libraries need to be better at attracting and retaining librarians of color (Gohr & Nova, 

2020). Only 12 percent of library professionals in the United States belong to minority groups, 

their input is needed to find ways to adjust reference services to our communities (VanScoy & 

Bright, 2017). 

“Every librarian can be a diversity librarian,” and diversity should extend to every part of 

library service. (Martin et al., 2013, p. 7).” Embracing diversity helps us be better professionals 

and allies for people in our communities who experience prejudice and racism. 

Being an Ally 

  “The work of social justice through the work of reference is one that is necessarily more 

energy consuming.... This work is hard, but it is necessary” (Accardi, 2018, p. 9). Being an ally 

can include creating lib guides with community leaders or professors about Black Lives Matter 

and other movements, creating book displays and signs that show solidarity with marginalized 
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community members, and/or taking active bystander training classes (Fiedler, et al., 2020). 

Most of us want to avoid confrontation, but sometimes we cannot. Unfortunately, when POC 

are not staff members it is harder to recognize when bystander intervention is needed to deal 

with sensitive subjects or call someone out on a transgression (Brook, et al., 2015). We must do 

better. 

An example of how to be an ally is the actions taken by the University of Nevada Los 

Angeles (UNLV) after the 2016 U.S. presidential election. The university has a racist history but 

has been changing to reflect its population of 61.1 percent ethnic or racial minorities. Some 

students also have undocumented family members and Nevada has the third highest 

percentage of LGBTQIA+ persons in the U.S. (Fiedler, et al., 2020). After a student was harassed 

near the library, they committed to writing an Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion statement and 

took steps to educate library staff on supporting “students with marginalized identities” 

(Fiedler, et al., 2020, p. 68). To a population struggling with racism and bigotry remaining 

neutral would have sent a message that they did not matter to the school. 

Another simple thing UNLV did to show allyship with LGBTQIA+ students was to wear 

badges showing their pronouns (Fiedler, et al., 2020). Wagner & Crowley (2020) suggested that 

libraries reorganize sections such as transgender studies, which are often shelved with books 

about deviant behavior, but if that is not possible to alert patrons about this historical problem 

and invite their feedback. There are always simple things we can do in our own communities to 

show patrons we care. 

 Many librarians of color are asked to assist in areas outside of reference that pertain to 

their race or rather than their skills, because they are so few, and are often targeted for 
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research, they get tired (VanScoy & Bright, 2017). Before asking for their input on projects or 

diversity committees, we should ask ourselves if we really want them for their skills and 

viewpoints, or if we are expecting them to represent all members of their group. 

When thinking about safe spaces and allyship, reach out to members to see what they 

need to help themselves (VanScoy, 2020). We cannot assume we know how to care for our 

community, we need to ask them how. 

Caring for the Community 

Caring for our community means being there for them to celebrate victories and to 

provide shelter during a disaster or a safe space in times of trauma. We commit to social justice 

and similar values so we can create “an environment in which everyone is welcomed and 

valued, and has the opportunity to thrive” (Krutkowski, et al., 2020, p.125). That could be as 

simple as providing information to help someone personally, or as intense as documenting a 

crisis that affects the entire population. 

Most libraries are prepared for disasters, but also need to think about what they would 

do if their community were caught in a violent situation (Foster & Evans, 2016). Many leaders 

decide their libraries must stay open and often help the community document what is 

happening in real time. Washington University created the Documenting Ferguson project 

because they knew they could not depend on Twitter and Instagram feeds to be preserved by 

others (Foster & Evans, 2016). 

When working toward social justice, especially those who are already members of 

marginalized communities, it is important to find like-minded people who will support you with 

kindness and help you because the risk of fatigue is great (Accardi, 2018; Fiedler, et al., 2020). 
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Librarians should not try to be superheroes who do everything on their own. Take some time to 

just be. Caring about your community includes caring about yourself. 

Through building relationships based on trust and empathy with our patrons and caring 

about our communities we can continue to do the work that so desperately needs done. 

Conclusion 

Social justice has a long history in this supposedly neutral profession. In the 1960s and 

1970s there was an awakening of the harm neutrality does and now most professionals agree 

that reference service is social justice. Building relationships with our patrons and communities 

is the most important work we will do. It makes us part of the community and ensures we will 

be there for them when they need an ally or a safe space during a personal, or community-wide 

emergency. 

We can never stop questioning what this profession is and what we can do to make it 

better for patrons, and ourselves. We cannot be neutral because, “We cannot be equally 

accommodating to vicious racist beliefs and to patrons of color (Cheshire & Stout, 2020, p. 222). 

We may never be able to fix everything, but “we can make it more just” (Accardi, 2018, p. 8). 

To move reference services from the myth of neutrality to the promise of social justice, 

we must commit to building trustful relationships with patrons and communities and be there 

for them when and where they need us. 
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